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Warning to new users: 
 

Read and understand Quick Start Guide and User Manual 
before beginning programming. 

 
This easy to use Hardware Access Framework controls the test 

system hardware.  Fully understand these controls prior to 
applying the HAF to avoid unintended hardware interactions. 

 
 

 
 
 

The HAF is an abstraction layer which links switch and channel configuration information to human-

readable aliases using a tab delimited excel file.   
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2 Overview 

This manual describes the use of the Bloomy Hardware Access Framework (HAF).  The HAF is a Hardware 
and Measurement abstraction framework designed for NI TestStand.  The HAF links hardware 
configuration information to human-readable signal aliases using a channel configuration file.  It then 
provides an intuitive interface for developing test sequences using configuration dialogs rather than 
direct code calls.  This reduces the need for intimate hardware, driver software, and connection 
knowledge.  In addition, it allows test steps to be developed from the point of view of the unit under 
test (UUT), rather than the instrumentation.  Once the channel configuration file is established for a 
given fixture, a sequence developer can focus on the strategy of the test instead of being burdened with 
hardware implementation details.  Furthermore, changes to hardware can be made within the channel 
configuration file without affecting the higher level test sequence. 

2.1 “What” vs. “How” 

When using the HAF for developing test sequences in NI TestStand, focus is shifted to “what” is being 
done by the tester rather than “how” the test system is implementing what needs to be done.  
 
The difference between “what” and “how” is best described by example.  If the test developer needs to 
know the voltage at test point A, using the HAF will be a test step that simply asks for the voltage at test 
point A.  This is the “what.”   The “how” can involve many steps; 

 Configure a Digital Multi-Meter for the measurement type; 
o  AC/DC/Waveform 
o Range 
o Input filter 
o Other parameters supported by the instrument 

 Configure a switch matrix or mux to connect the instrument to the test point; 
o Initialize the switch matix/mux 
o Configure the topology of the switch 
o Select the matrix switches to have open or closed 

 Initiate the measurement and transfer the measurement data to TestStand. 

 Close the instruments and reset the switches. 
 
The reduction in programming effort becomes apparent if the measurement at test point A must be 
made many times or if there is a need to change the instrumentation desired to measure test point A.   
The test setup in the HAF is made once for all applications of “measure the voltage at test point A”.  
Changing this measurement from a DMM to a high speed digitizer would need to be implemented at 
every usage of this measurement within TestStand – or – once in the HAF.     
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2.2 Software Requirements for Using HAF 

Developing a TestStand test sequence using HAF requires the following: 

 National Instruments LabVIEW 2014 
o Including Device Drivers (DAQmx, NI DMM, NI Switch, NI DC Power) 

 National Instruments TestStand 2014 Development License 
 

2.3 Included components 

 

 TestStand Custom Step Types 
o TestStand insertion palette  HAF folder 

 HAF Core Code (Packed Project Library) 
o <TestStand Public>/Components/StepTypes/BLOOMY_TS_HAF_CORE.lvlibp 

 Plugin Drivers (Packed Project Libraries) 
o <TestStand Public>/Components/StepTypes/Plugin Drivers 

 Template Project & Sequences 
o <MyDocuments>\UTS Test Files 

 HAF Configurator (User interface for creating configuration files) 
o Shortcut in Start Menu > Bloomy > HAF Configurator 

 

3 Introduction to the Hardware Access Framework 

The HAF is an abstraction framework for TestStand that links instrument, switching, and signal 

configuration information to human-readable aliases using a Configuration File.  When developing test 

sequences for the HAF, there three implementation components to which a developer must interface.  

These components implement the real-world commands for three abstraction areas.  The 

implementation components and abstraction areas are defined in Sections 3.1 and 0.  Figure 1 below 

shows how the abstraction areas interact with the implementation components. 
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Instruments 

<Instrument Setup> Section 
 
Defines physical address and 
initialization parameters of 
instrumentation defined by 
instrument aliases for a specific test 
sequence 

Initialize HAF 
Close HAF 
 
In addition, all connection and 
signal step types reference 
instruments behind the scenes. 

Initialize 
Close 

Connections 

<Connections> Section 
 
Defines switch routes for a specific 
test sequence.  Each row contains a 
single connection alias that can 
reference multiple channels across 
multiple devices. 

Make Connection 
Disconnect All 
 
Used for explicitly connecting 
and disconnecting routes based 
on an input alias 

Make Connection 
Disconnect All 
 
Only implemented in drivers 
which control relays that 
may be used as part of 
connection routing. 

Signals 

<Signals> Section 
 
Defines the various signals (AIO, 
DIO, Power, etc) for a specific test 
sequence.  Each row contains a 
single signal alias and definition. 

All AIO, DIO, Power, Load, 
Waveform step types 
 
Used for taking measurements 
and outputting stimuli.  Each 
Signal step references a signal 
alias in the configuration file 
that corresponds to its signal 
type. 

All AIO, DIO, Power, Load, 
Waveform step types 
 
Drivers only implement the 
signals that correspond to 
their particular I/O types (eg, 
a DMM does not implement 
a Power Supply output signal 
type) 

Figure 1:  Implementation Components & Abstraction Areas 

3.1 HAF Implementation Components 

The three implementation components that a developer interfaces with are: the Channel Configuration 

File, and the TestStand Step Types, and Plugin Drivers.   Typically, most developers do not need to 

directly interact with the plugin drivers.  When developing test sequences, only the configuration file 

and step types are required.  New plugin drivers only need to be developed when the existing drivers do 

not support a particular instrument.   

The diagram below shows how the software components of the HAF are related to the hardware 

components of a test system.   Here, the base instrumentation and drivers are generic, and the Unit 

Under Test (UUT) and test sequence / test steps are specific.  The test fixture and configuration file map 

the generic instrumentation and drivers to the specific UUT and test sequence.   
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Figure 2:  HAF Analogy to hardware 

The following sections provide an overview of each of the implementation components.  Details of how 

to develop each component are described in later sections. 

3.1.1 Channel Configuration File 

The Channel Configuration file is a tab delimited text file which stores all of the alias and channel 

information for a particular test sequence / configuration.  The recommended extension for this file is 

.haf.  There is a section for each of the abstraction areas defined in the next section (Instruments, 

Connections, Signals).  In the file, each line defines the parameters associated with a particular unique 

alias.  This is where human-readable names (aliases) are mapped to physical channels and devices.  The 

configuration file is typically developed using the HAF Configurator application.  However, because the 

channel configuration file is tab delimited text, it can be opened with a spreadsheet application, such as 

MS Excel.  When saving the file make sure to keep it in the tab delimited text format, or else it will not 

be properly loaded into the software.  This file must be located in the Support Files folder located at the 

same level as the test sequence which uses the configuration. 

 

Figure 3:  HAF Configurator GUI 
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3.1.2 TestStand Step Types 

The TestStand Step Types provide the main developer interface to 

instrumentation from TestStand.  Step types implement high level actions 

from the point of view of the unit under test.  These include actions such as: 

Initialization and Closing, enabling and disabling switch connections, and 

reading/writing signals.  The StepTypes directly reference the channel 

configuration file aliases for a particular test sequence.  Developers interact 

with the actions via configuration dialogs that allow the parameters for HAF 

step to be intuitively defined. The step types of the HAF provide the 

TestStand interface for interacting with the hardware (instruments, 

connections, and signals) via the Channel Configuration file.   All 

communications with the test instrumentation should be accomplished 

through the step types.   

 

 

3.1.3 Plugin Drivers 

HAF Plugin Drivers are LabVIEW packed project libraries that translate the 

syntax of the channel configuration file and communicate with the 

instrumentation.  The HAF installs with drivers to communicate with may 

common instruments, including most NI PXI DAQ, DMM, Switch, and Power 

supply instruments, Pickering switches, and many boxed instruments and 

power supplies.  The HAF also provides a template LabVIEW project for 

creating new plugin drivers.  
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3.2 HAF Abstraction Areas 

The three abstraction areas of the Hardware Access Framework are Instruments, Connections, and 

Signals.  The details of each of these are defined by the user-developed channel configuration file, and 

used by the TestStand custom Step Types.  Each instrument, connection, and signal in a system is given a 

human-readable alias or name.  The configuration file maps this alias to real-world instrumentation 

parameters.  Other than initialization and closing, the HAF Step Types only interface with Connections 

and Signals.  The Connections and Signals then reference Instrument aliases for performing their 

particular actions.  The image below shows the interaction between the HAF TestStand Step Types and 

the Instrument, Connection, and Signal abstraction areas.  

 

Figure 4: TestStand interface to Abstraction Areas 

The benefit of this configuration is that it allows hardware changes to be made (like changing an 

instrument out with a different make/model), without requiring any changes to a test sequence.  Only 

the hardware interface definitions in the configuration file need to be updated – as long as the aliases 

stay the same, the test sequence can remain unchanged. 
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3.2.1 Instruments 

Instruments define the physical devices in the system.  Each physical device has an instrument alias in 

the configuration file.  This alias can be referenced by connections and signals in order to execute 

commands to the device.  The test developer typically does not directly interface with instruments, 

other than initializing at the beginning of a test and closing at the end.  Within the HAF, every 

connection and signal must contain a reference to an instrument alias.  

Each instrument is identified by a row in the configuration file under the <INSTRUMENT SETUP> section.  

Instruments are defined with the following parameters: 

Parameter Description Notes 

InstName 

Alias of the instrument as used within this 
configuration file or the sequence that uses it.  
All connections and signals reference the 
instrument by this alias.   

Instrument Names must be 
unique.   This name is only valid 
within this configuration file / 
test sequence and can change 
from sequence to sequence as it 
is convenient 

Driver 

Name of the Plugin Driver/Wrapper used by 
the HAF each time the instrument is called.  
Typically this is a single LabVIEW Packed 
Project Library (PPL).  The data entered in this 
field is the name of the PPL to be used. 

The driver defines how to 
communicate with the physical 
instrument 

Address 

The physical location of the instrument in a 
system.  This could be the NI MAX alias, COM 
Port, GPIB Address, IP Address or other 
means of communicating with the 
instrument. 

This name will be the same for 
all sequences run with the same 
hardware setup (this is system-
based) 

InstSpecific 

A string containing any instrument-specific 
initialization or configuration parameters, 
including power supply channel, switch 
topology, etc.  The data entered in this field is 
determined by the driver being used. 

Not all drivers/instruments 
require instrument-specific 
configurations. 

Notes 
Comments about the instrument (how it is 
used, any test-related details).  

The notes section is purely for 
comments and does not affect 
the execution of tests. 
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3.2.2 Connections 

Connections define the switching routes in the system.  This could be defined by Matrices, Multiplexers, 

General purpose switches, or digital output-controlled relays.  Each connection route in the 

configuration file defines the state of one or many physical connections across one or multiple devices 

(referenced by the instrument aliases).  Test developers interface with connections by referencing their 

aliases through TestStand HAF Connection Types. 

Each connection route is identified by a row in the configuration file under the <CONNECTIONS> section.  

Connections are defined with the following parameters: 

Parameter Description Notes 

ConnName 
Alias of the connection route as used within 
this configuration file or the sequence that 
uses it 

Connection names must be 
unique 

Delay 
Delay, in milliseconds, to be induced AFTER 
the connection is made 

If left blank, delay is 0ms 

Connection 1, 
Connection 2, … 
Connection N 

Strings containing a physical switch definition 
(Instrument Alias: channel to connect).  Each 
column contains a single switch definition, 
and the group defines the overall switch 
route (in chronological order) performed by 
the MakeConnection function 

A connection can either a single, 
or many switches.  Not all 
connection routes are required 
to have the same number of 
physical connections 

Notes 
Comments about the connection route (how 
it is used, any test-related details).  

The notes section is purely for 
comments and does not affect 
the execution of tests. 

 

3.2.2.1 Available Connection Step Types 

The available signal types are subject to change.  They are displayed on the Signals Tab of the HAF 

Configurator, and are also apparent on the HAF Step Types in the TestStand Insertion Palette.   They 

include: 

Step Type Name Description 

HAF Connection Make Connection 
Make (T) or break (F) a 
connection rout from the 
Connections section. 

HAF Disconnect Instruments Disconnect Instruments 
Disconnect all signal routes 
associated with a particular 
instrument 

 

3.2.2.2 Force Off 

Individual physical connections in a connection route may be defined as “Force Off” by adding a “!” 

prefix to the physical connection.  When the connection route is set to true, any physical connections 

that are forced off will remain false. 
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3.2.3 Signals 

Signals define the I/O of the test sequence.  There are many types of signals, including analog inputs and 

outputs, digital inputs and outputs, power control, waveform I/O, etc.  Like connections, signals 

interface with instruments via instrument aliases.  However, signals can also reference connections to 

be actuated before performing their main operation (and disconnect after).  This is typical of 

multiplexed instrumentation (like a switched DMM).  The configuration file entry for a signal defines its 

alias, type (AI, AO, DI, DO, PS, etc), connection routes, and any instrumentation-specific configurations 

that are required. Test developers interface with signals via TestStand HAF Signal Types, which are 

referenced by the signal aliases. 

Each signal is identified by a row in the configuration file under the <SIGNALS> section.  Signals are 

defined with the following parameters: 

Parameter Description Notes 

SignalName 
Alias of the signal as used within this 
configuration file or the sequence that uses it 

Signal names must be unique 

SignalType 

The type of signal defined by the alias (AI, AO, 
DI, DO, etc).  The HAF Step Types look for this 
field to determine the valid signal aliases for a 
particular step type.   Signal types directly 
correspond to step types in the HAF Insertion 
Palette in TestStand 

The HAF Configurator will help 
determine what signal types are 
valid for a particular 
instrument/driver. 
See the section below for available 
signal types 

Connection 1, 
Connection 2, … 
Connection N 

Each column can contain a Connection alias 
(ConnName referenced in the Connections 
section above).  As many connections as 
desired may be made. 

The connections list in the Signals 
section only contains the 
ConnName and must have a 
corresponding entry in the 
CONNECTIONS section 

InstName 
The InstName (alias from the INSTRUMENTS 
SETUP section) which will perform the action 
specified by the SignalType 

The Driver used will be based on 
the Instrument setup section 

InstConfig 

A string containing the details of the signal 
configuration.  This typically includes 
instrument channels and configuration 
parameters.  

The InstConfig is dependent on the 
signal type and the instrument 
driver.  

Delay 
Delay, in milliseconds, to be induced AFTER 
the connection is made 

If left blank, delay is 0ms 

Gain 
A linear gain to apply to the signal.  
   Defaults to 1 if left blank. 

On inputs the scaling converts 
voltage to engineering units; 
On outputs, the scaling converts 
engineering units to voltage.  
TestStand always shows Eng Units.  

Offset 
A DC offset to apply to the signal.   
   Defaults to 0 if left blank 

Num to Avg 
On scalar inputs, the number of points to 
average 

If left blank, this defaults to 1 

Units 
Text string of the units to apply to the 
measurement. 

For Reporting purposes 

Notes Comments about the Signal.  
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3.2.3.1 Available Signal Step Types 

The available signal types are subject to change.  They are displayed on the Signals Tab of the HAF 

Configurator, and are also apparent on the HAF Step Types in the TestStand Insertion Palette.   They 

include: 

Name Signal Symbol Description 

Analog Input AI 
Scalar Numeric Data In (Voltage, 
Current, Resistance, etc) 

Analog Output AO Scalar numeric data out 

Digital Input DI Discrete (Boolean) data input 

Digital Input (Port Format) DI MULTIPLE 
Multiple Boolean data input, 
displayed as an integer input 

Digital Output DO Discrete (Boolean) data output 

Counter Input CI 
Frequency/Counter input to test 
system 

Counter Output CO 
Frequency/Counter output from 
test system 

Waveform Input WVFM IN 

Waveform input, can be array 
of waveforms, acquisition 
parameters specified in 
configuration file 

Waveform Output WVFM OUT 
Output of waveform data.  
Waveform data specified in 
TestStand 

Power Supply Output 
PS 

Set Power supply output config 
(V, I, Enabled) 

Power Supply Readback Read Back Power Supply V, I 

DC Load Output Configuration DC LOAD Set Load Mode, V, I, R, Power 
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Figure 5:  HAF Signal Types 

 

3.3 Test Development procedure with the HAF 

NOTE:  The complete design of a TestStand sequence and the LabVIEW VI’s cannot be fully covered in 

this manual, as each requires in-depth training and programming skills.  For the purpose of this manual, 

it is assumed that the developer has a minimum set of experience comparable to LabVIEW Core 1 & 2, 

and TestStand Core 1. 

Developing test sequences with the HAF requires defining the instrument, connection, and signal aliases 

in the Channel Configuration File, then referencing those aliases from the TestStand Step Types.  The 

following will help developers get started with developing a test sequence for a pre-documented test 

procedure: 

1. Set up your file hierarchy 

 Create a Test Sequence file and save it onto your hard drive 

 Create a new channel configuration file using the HAF Configurator 

o Save the configuration file at .\Support Files\ConfigName.haf where “.” Is the root 

location of the test sequence file. 

2. Develop the channel configuration file using the HAF configurator or MS Excel 

 If all of the instrumentation, connection, and signal physical address and wiring information 

is available, start by developing the channel configuration file, per Section 4. 
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 If wiring and instrumentation information is not available, start by defining all aliases (left-

most column of the configuration file)  for measurements and connections, but do not fill in 

the details 

3. In TestStand, build test sequences using the HAF Step Types as described in Section 0.  Link the 

step types to the configuration file by using the Alias drop-down boxes in the configuration 

dialogs. Each time the configuration file is saved, the available items in the drop-down will be 

populated. 

4. As instrumentation, connection, and signal wiring details become available, fill in the rest of the 

configuration file to match the physical hardware in your system. 

 

3.3.1 HAF Test Sequence Requirements 

There are 3 major requirements of a Test Sequence that uses the Hardware Access Framework: 

1. The Channel Configuration File (*.haf) must be located in the support files folder for the Test 

Sequence (See Section 5.1) 

2. HAF Initialize must be called as the very first HAF step type and HAF Close must be called as the 

very last HAF step type. 

3. All signals to be used in the test sequence must be defined by the configuration file.   

 

3.3.2 Template Test Sequences 

To simplify the sequence creation process, the EFT for TestStand comes with a template TestStand Project. 

The project includes two sample sequences, which show initialization steps for the Hardware Access 

Framework (HAF) and the Property file, as well as the Channel Configuration File. 

The template is located in C:\Users\YOURUSERNAME\Documents\UUT Test Files. 

Using the template as a basis, use the HAF custom step types to control the system’s instrumentation or 

any of the TestStand functions installed by default to create a Test Sequence. 

 

4 Channel Configuration File Development 

The channel configuration file is a tab delimited text file that maps the instrument, connection, and 

signal aliases to physical definitions linked to instrumentation.  A Configuration GUI is available to aid in 

the creation of the Channel Configuration File. Using the GUI reduces the likelihood of syntax errors 

when creating or editing the file, and can reduce the amount of time required to create a Channel 

Configuration File.  If manual entry of data is desired, refer to the Hardware Access Framework Driver 

Descriptions manual for descriptions of each driver’s syntax and available features. 
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4.1.1 Basic Features 

The Channel Configuration Creator is shown in the figure below. The GUI displays a table that shows 

data in each section similar to how it appears in the text file. Above the table are three tabs 

corresponding to each of the three sections of the channel configuration file – Instruments, 

Connections, and Signals. In order to edit any one of these sections, simply click on the appropriate 

named tab.  

 

Figure 6 : Channel Configuration Creator 

On the right hand side of the GUI a set of fields appropriate to the selected section are displayed – the 

data in these fields correspond to currently selected line item. These controls are used to edit the 

configuration file, more detail on each field is given in the corresponding sections below. The three 

buttons above the list box insert a new row, duplicate the currently selected row, and delete the 

currently selected row. To open an existing channel configuration file, use File>Open File. Similarly, to 

save the current file, use File>Save File. 

4.1.2 Instruments 

The following steps outline how to setup the instruments section of the configuration file. It is 

recommended to setup the instrument section first, as the Signal and Connection sections will use 

information from the Instrument Configuration. 
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Figure 7: Instrument Configuration 

To add a new instrument: 

1. Click the Instruments tab as indicated in the figure above. 

2. Click the Add New Line Button  (If this the first instrument in the file, you do not need to 

add a new line.) 

3. In the Instrument Configuration section on the right, enter a unique name for the instrument. 

This name is the alias used by connections and signals to specify which instrument to use – 

select an appropriate easily identifiable name, like DMM, PowerSupply, or Matrix1. 

4. Select the appropriate driver from the drop down menu. 

a. See the driver overview section to confirm correct driver selection for each instrument 

type. 

b. Drivers list is automatically populated by the available drivers (See Section 0) 

5. Based on the driver selected, the Instrument Setup section selections will vary. However, all 

drivers will include some specific information such as the resource name, GPIB address, or COM 

Port. Some drivers, such as the NI Switch Driver selected above, will include additional 

configuration parameters like switch topology. See the driver overview for more information on 

configuring your instrument. 

6. If your system has duplicate instruments, use the Duplicate Line Button  to duplicate a 

configuration. The new Instrument will have a number appended to the duplicated Instrument’s 

name, but all other fields will remain unchanged – the appropriate resource or address will need 

to be selected. 

4.1.3 Connections 

The process for setting up connections is similar to that for setting up instruments. Connections may be 

used by Signals, as such it is recommended to setup connections before Signals. To configure the 

connections follow the procedure below. 

1. Select the Connections tab selected and the GUI shown below is displayed. Again, the data in 

the fields on the right side of the UI correspond to currently selected line in the list box. The 
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Basic Information and Physical Connection sections show data applicable to all connections, the 

Instrument Specific Configuration section displays options specific to the type of instrument 

used to make that particular connection. 

2. Enter an appropriate unique name for the connection in the Basic Information section. This 

name is what is referenced by Signals, so it is important to give an informative name to aid in 

debugging and understanding later. 

3.  If desired, enter a delay and add notes in the appropriate fields.  

4. Select an instrument used to make the connection from the drop down list in the Physical 

Connections section. The list of Instruments displayed correspond to the Instruments already 

configured. Note that if the instrument does not have the appropriate driver to make a 

connection, a warning will be displayed.  Each physical connection may be “Forced Off” (See 

3.2.2.2) 

5. The Instrument Specific Connection Config section will change based on what type of instrument 

and driver is being used – fill in the appropriate fields. For more information see the driver 

details section. 

6. To add another physical connection to the Named Connection, click the green add button.

Select the Instrument to use and fill in the Instrument Specific Configuration. Note that different 

instruments can be used for each of the different connections. 

7. To delete a connection from the list of physical connections, use the red x button.  

 

Figure 8: Connections 

4.1.4 Signals 

As signals require more configuration than connections or instruments, there are more data fields here, 

but the configuration process is essentially the same as configuring connections or instruments. To 

configure signals, follow the steps below. 
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1. Click the Signals Tab in the GUI. Below, the configuration for a voltage measurement is shown. 

Like the other sections, there are fields applicable to any signal type, and fields that are custom 

for a particular signal type and instrument driver. 

2.  Enter a signal name and signal type in the Basic Information section. Use an appropriate unique 

name.  

3. Select an instrument from the drop down box – the instruments displayed are the Instruments 

already configured.  

4. Below the basic information section is connection routes section. Here connections associated 

with the signal can be defined – to add a connection to the signal, select a connection from the 

drop down box. Again, note that the connections available are the already configured 

connections. 

5. The Other Settings section contains fields available for all signals, however note that not all 

fields are applicable to all signal types.  

6. Below the Other Settings section is the Instrument Specific Configuration section. The first line 

in this section shows the InstConfig line as it will appear in the configuration file. Below that line 

are the specific fields to be filled out. Again, depending on the signal type and driver, the 

available fields will vary. For more information on configuring your signal, see the driver details 

section. 

 

Figure 9: Signals 
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4.1.4.1 Unsupported signal types 

Note that not all instrument drivers support all signal types.  In the event that a particular driver does 

not support a signal type, the Instrument-specific configuration section will display a warning: 

 

Figure 10:  Unsupported Signal warning 

 

Once all Instruments, Connections, and Signals have been configured, save the file using the file menu. 

To edit an existing file, open the file using the file menu, and edit the lines as required. 

4.2 Raw configuration file editing 

The channel configuration file is a tab delimited text file that may be edited with any text editor or Excel.  

When editing in Excel, make sure to maintain a tab delimited text format, or the software will not be 

able to load the file.   
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5 Implementing HAF in TestStand 

Installing the Bloomy HAF will add special StepTypes to the TestStand insertion Palette under the 

“Hardware Access Framework” folder.  Use these step types to incorporate HAF steps into TestStand 

sequences.  The figure on the left shows the available StepTypes.  Each StepType corresponds to a 

Connection or Signal Type from the channel configuration file (See Figure 5:  HAF Signal Types).  All of 

these custom step types are used to interact with the instruments defined in the channel configuration 

file as part of the test sequence. 

 

Figure 11: Hardware Access Framework Insertion Palette 
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Each step type can be dragged and dropped into a test sequence, then configured by clicking on the 

“Configure” button in the step settings: 

 

Figure 12:  HAF Step placement and configuration 

 

Alternatively, the Step Properties > Expressions can be used for programmatically setting and retrieving 

the step properties configured in the configuration dialogs.  Most step types contain commented-out 

pre-expressions to help you with this programmatic access.  For a list of all available properties, click on 

the Step Properties > Property Browser.  In general, step configuration information (like signal alias) is 

stored in the Step.Configuration container and can be accessed by a pre-expression; results (like 

measurments) are stored in the Step.Result container and can be accessed by a post-expression. 

5.1 Channel configuration file location 

By default, the Hardware Access Framework step types expect the HAF Configuration file (*.haf format) 

to be located in the Support Files folder above the test sequence file.  The figure below shows this 

relationship. 

 

Figure 13: Test Sequence and HAF Config file hierarchy 

 

The following sections will describe the step types and provide examples of each step type. 
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5.2 HAF Base 

Step Description & Usage 

 
This step type is used to initialize the hardware access framework. 
As part of the execution of this step, all of the instruments defined 
in the channel configuration file are also initialized and become 
ready to be used by TestStand.  

 This step closes puts all of the instruments in the channel 
configuration file in a known, safe state and later closes all open 
references and sessions to the aforementioned instruments. 
 

 

The first step types to implement are the initialize (Initialize Hardware Access Framework) and the close 

(Close Hardware Access Framework).  These may be called in the Main Sequence Setup and Cleanup 

step groups, respectively.  Alternatively, they could be called in Sequence File callbacks, such as 

PreUUT/PostUUT, PreUUTLoop/PostUUTLoop, or Process Setup/Process Cleanup.  If unsure of where to 

implement the Initialize and Close, default to the Main Sequence Setup and Cleanup sections.  

Wherever the developer decides to implement the Init and Close functions, Initialize must be the first 

HAF function to be called, and Close must be the last for each sequence.  

 

Figure 14: Initializing and Closing the HAF  
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5.2.1 Advanced initialization 

By default the HAF Initialize function will look for the configuration file as shown in Figure 13 above.  

However, if the developer must programmatically define the configuration file location, it can be done 

during the initialization step in one of two ways: 

1. Advanced initialization by Absolute File Path 

a. Edit the Step.Configuration.OverrideChannelConfigPath path variable from a pre-

expression to point to an explicit channel configuration file.  

2. Advanced initialization by Search Tag 

a. Edit the Step.Configuration.ChannelConfigSearchTag string variable to contain a string 

that the Initialize function will use to select a configuration file from the Support Files 

folder that has a file name containing the search tag string. 
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5.3 HAF Connection Types 

Connection step types allow the explicit connection and disconnection of the signal routes defined in the 

Connections section of the configuration file.   

Step Description & Usage 

 
Changes the state of one of the previously defined connections to 
the configured state. 

 
Opens all the connections active in the selected instrument(s). 

 

5.3.1 HAF Connection 

 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.ConnName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.State 

Return Value:   N/A 

Driver Functions Called:  Make Connection 
 
     
Set the State (on/off; aka connect/disconnect or energize/de-energize) of a 

signal route as defined by the Connection Name.  Connection routes may span multiple channels of 

multiple devices.  Setting the connection state using this step type will set all connections to the same 

state (unless the “!” character is used – which will always set that particular connection to FALSE). 

 

5.3.2 HAF Disconnect Instruments 

 

Config Values:  Arr String  Step.Configuration.DC_Instruments 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.DisconnectAll 

Return Value:   N/A 

Driver Functions Called:  DisconnectAll 
 

Disconnect all connections of a particular instrument (or set of instruments).  

This step type will provide a list of all instruments referenced by the Connections section of the 

configuration file.  Each instrument can be individually selected, or “Disconnect All” can be selected.  

Disconnect All will disconnect all instruments referenced by the connections section. 
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5.4 HAF Signal Step Types Overview  

The HAF Signal Step Types relate to the Signals section of the configuration file.  Each Signal Type in the 

configuration file as one (or more) TestStand StepTypes associated with it.  These types are split up into 

3 sections: Digital, Analog, Power.   

The input signal name (alias) for each step is selected via a drop-down box.  This box is filtered for only 

the signals that pertain to the specific step type.  The Signal Name can programmatically be accessed via 

a pre-expression using the Step.Configuration.SignalName property.  All steps run the Configure fuction 

from the particular driver, automatically connect all associated connection routes, then perform their 

action, then disconnect all associated signal routes (if the “AutoDisconnect at End” checkbox is checked 

(default)).  By default, input steps will auto-disconnect, but output types will not.  Unchecking the 

“AutoDisconnect” checkbox will leave all connection routes energized.  

5.5 HAF Digital Signal Step Types 

The Digital/Connections palette contains the following functions outlined in the table below.  These 

functions are associated with digital (discrete) I/O, such as TTL DIO, Industrial DIO, and associated 

counter/timers.  Input/output designation is from the point of view of the test system (eg. a HAF Digital 

Input step would correspond to a TTL DI from a DAQ instrument). 

Step Description & Usage 

 
Reads the current digital state of a Digital Input signal. 

 
Performs the same function as “HAF Digital Input”, adding the 
option to evaluate the output as pass or fail. 

 
Read the digital state of multiple digital input signals, output as an 
integer word) 

 
Same as above, with the option to evaluate the output as a 
numeric 

 
Set the state of a Digital Output signal. 

 
Acquires a counter/frequency signal. 

 
Configures and starts a counter output. 
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5.5.1 HAF Digital Input (and associated PassFail Test) 

   

  

Signal Type String: “DI” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  

Return Value:  Boolean  Step.Result.PassFail 

Driver Functions Called:  DI Configure (Optional) 
    DI Read 
 

The HAF Digital Input and associated PassFail Test read in single-bit discrete input signals.  This step type 

returns a Boolean value (Step.Result.PassFail) associated with the DI Signal Name selection (filtered for 

“DI” signals).   The Boolean output is used for Pass/Fail determination for the PassFail Test version of the 

step. 

 

 

 

5.5.2 HAF Digital Input (Multiple) (and associated NLT) 

 

 

Signal Type String: “DI MULTIPLE” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  

Return Values:  Numeric  Step.Result.Reading.Number 
  Arr Bool Step.Result.Reading.Booleans[] 

Driver Functions Called:  DI Multiple Configure  (Optional) 
    DI Multiple Read 
 

The HAF Digital Input (Multiple) and associated Numeric Limit Test read in a group  of multiple discrete 

input signals as a single word (numeric).  The result is stored in two variables: a numeric 

Step.Result.Reading.Number and an array of Booleans Step.Result.Reading.Booleans.  The 

Reading.Number output is used for the pass/fail determination of the Numeric Limit Type version of the 

step. 
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5.5.3 HAF Digital Output 

 

Signal Type String: “DO” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Boolean Step.Configuration.State 

Return Values:  None 
 
Driver Functions Called:  DO Configure  (Optional) 
    DO Read 
 
 
The HAF Digital Output step sets the Boolean state of a single digital output bit as 

defined by the input signal name.  The bit is controlled by the DO State Boolean 

control from the configuration dialog, or can be programmatically accessed in a pre-expression via the 

Step.Configuration.State property. 

 

 

5.5.4 HAF Counter Input  

 

Signal Type String: “CI” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  

Return Values:  Arr Numeric Step.Result.Measurements[] 
 
Driver Functions Called:  CI Configure  (Optional) 
    CI Read 
 
 
The HAF Counter Input step measures one or many counter inputs (period, 

frequency, pulse width) from a device specified by the Counter Signal Name drop-down.  All 

configuration parameters are set by the configuration file. The data points are returned in the 

Step.Result.Measurements Array of Numbers (one measurement per input point).  
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5.5.5 HAF Counter Output 

 

Configuration Signal Type: “CO” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Container Step.Configuration.Counter_Output_Settings. 
         Numeric       Action 
         Numeric  Frequency 
         Numeric  Duty_Cycle 
         Numeric  Number_Of_Pulses 
         Numeric  TriggerType 

Return Values:  Arr Numeric Step.Result.Measurements[] 
 
Driver Functions Called:  CO Configure  (Optional) 
    CO Read 
 
 
The HAF Counter Output step sets the output of a single counter line based on the Output Settings 

defined by the dialog.  The developer may set the Output Type/Action (Finite, Continuous Start, 

Continuous Stop), Frequency, Duty Cycle, Number of Pulses, and Trigger type.  

The Finite Output Type will output the specified number of pulses, then stop. 

The Continuous Output Type will start outputting a frequency/duty cycle when the Continuous Output 

Start is called, then will stop when the step is called with the Continuous Output Stop action. 

If Asynchronous triggering is to be used, the output should be set up and armed in the CO Configure 

function of the driver, then fetched in the CO Read. 
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5.6 Analog Signal Step Types 

 The HAF Analog signal types are used for taking numeric measurements (DAQ AI, DMM, Scope, etc) and 

setting numeric outputs (DAQ AO, FGEN).  Input/output designation is from the point of view of the test 

system.  The available analog signal step types are outlined below.  When using the scaling values of the 

configuration file, the gain and offset should convert inputs from voltage to engineering units (pressure, 

temperature, etc), and output should convert engineering units to voltage.  This ensures that 

engineering units are always visible at the TestStand side. 

Step Description & Usage 

 
Gets the value of the selected scalar Analog Input Signal. 
 

 
Same function as “HAF Analog input”, adding the option to 
evaluate the obtained value against numeric limits 

 

Similar in function to “HAF Analog Input (Numeric Limit Test). 
Used when the same measurement needs to be performed 
over a period of time without altering the initial conditions. 
This step stops when finding a passing value for the defined 
signal or after the loop timeout has passed, whichever 
happens first. 

 
Sets the value of the select scalar Analog Output signal. 
 

 

Read an analog waveform input.  This returns an array of 
waveforms.  The waveforms are passed directly into 
TestStand (accessible via post-expressions).  In addition 
waveforms can be analyzed by the step to return 
measurements, such as amplitude and frequency. 

 

Set a periodic waveform output.  Waveforms can be set as 
continuous (run until stopped) or finite (fixed sample length).  
Available waveform outputs include sine, square, sawtooth, 
and triangle. 
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5.6.1 HAF Analog Input (and associated NumericLimit Test) 

 

 

Signal Type String: “AI” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  

Return Values:  Numeric Step.Result.Numeric 
  String  Step.Result.Units 
 
Driver Functions Called:  AI Configure  (Optional) 
    AI Read 
 

The HAF Analog Input and associated Numeric Limit Test are associated with the “AI” signal type in the 

configuration file.  This step type returns a numeric value associated with the AI Signal Name selection 

(drop-down).   

The numeric result is returned to TestStand in the Step.Result.Numeric variable.  This variable can be 

analyzed as part of the NumericLimitTest or assigned to another Local or File Global Variable in the 

step’s post-expression.  

 

5.6.2 HAF Analog Input Loop (Numeric Limit Test) 

 

Signal Type String: “AI” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Numeric Step.Configuration.LoopTimeout_s 
 
Return Values:  Numeric Step.Result.Numeric 
  String  Step.Result.Units 
 
Driver Functions Called:  AI Configure  (Optional) 
    AI Read 
 

The HAF Analog Input Loop Numeric Limit Test performs a series of AI reads 

until the either the measurement (Step.Result.Numeric) is within the specified Limits (on the TestStand 

Limits tab), or the Loop Timeout (in seconds) is reached.  The loop is throttled by the Delay (in ms) 

associated with the signal name in the configuration file.     
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5.6.3 HAF Analog Output 

 

Signal Type String: “AO ” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Numeric Step.Configuration.AOValue 
 
Return Values:  None 
   
Driver Functions Called:  AO Configure  (Optional) 
    AO Write 
 
The HAF Analog Output step type sets a scalar numeric output (AO Value) to 

be used as stimulus to the UUT or system based on the input AO Signal 

Name.  If there are connections associated with the signal, the 

AutoDisconnect at End should be left unchecked when applying the stimulus, 

then checked when resetting the signal. 
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5.6.4 HAF Waveform Input 

 

Signal Type String: “WVFM IN” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Boolean Step.Configuration.Analyze 
  Numeric Step.Configuration.Mode 
 
Return Values:  Arr Wvfm Step.Result.Waveforms[] 
   Timestamp t0 
   Num  dt 
   Arr Num Y[] 
   Arr Container Attributes[] 

 
 Arr Container Step.Result.Analysis[] 

   Num  Frequency 
   Num  Amplitude 
   Num  DC_Value 
   Num  RMS_Value 
   Num  Pulse_Width 
   Num  Duty_Cycle 
    
Driver Functions Called:  WVFM IN Configure  (Optional) 
    WVFM IN Read 
 

The HAF Waveform Input step type captures one or many analog waveforms associated with the 

SignalName.  The step returns an array of waveforms that can be copied to local or file global variables 

in TestStand by using post expressions.   The step can optionally analyze the waveforms if the “Analyze 

Waveform” checkbox is checked.  This will cause the step to also output an array of containers 

containing the analysis results (including frequency, amplitude pulse width, etc). These are also 

accessible via post expressions.  

The waveform input step can be executed in three modes: Configure & Acquire, Configure Only, Acquire 

Only. Configure & Acquire is best executed when asynchronous triggering is not required.  This mode 

calls the WVFM IN Configure and WVFM IN Read back to back. If asynchronous triggering is required (eg. 

scope digital edge trigger), Configure Only should be called to arm the trigger, then Acquire Only would 

be called to gather the data. 
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5.6.5 HAF Waveform Output 

 

Signal Type String: “WVFM OUT” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.AutoDisconnect  
  Container Step.Configuration.WaveformSettings 
   Num  Type (Sine, Triangl, Sq, Sawtooth) 
   Num  Frequency 
   Num  Amplitude 
   Num  Range 
   Num  Offset 
   Num  SampleRate 
   Num  NumSamples 
   Num  DutyCycle 
 
  Container Step.Configuration.TriggerSettings 
   Num  Type (None, Dig Start, Dig Pause) 
   Num  DigitalStartEdge (Falling, Rising) 
   Num  PauseWhen (High, Low) 
 
  Numeric Step.Configuration.Mode (Cont. Start, Cont. Stop, Finite) 
 
Return Values:  None 
    
Driver Functions Called:  WVFM OUT Configure  (Optional) 
    WVFM OUT Read 
 
The HAF Waveform Output type writes a periodic regular (sine, triangle, square, sawtooth) analog 
waveform output based on the Step.Configuration.WaveformSettings properties (set in the 
configuration dialog).   
 
Waveforms can be output in two modes: Continuous and Finite.  Continuous will start when the step is 
called using the Continuous – Start mode, and stop when Continuous – Stop is called.  Finite will output 
the fixed # of Samples, then stop when completed. 
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5.7 Power Signal Step Types 

The power signal step types control and read back from DC Power Supplies and Loads.  Each power 

supply or load must have an entry in the Instruments section and an associated signal in the Signals 

section of the configuration file. 

Step Description & Usage 

 

Configures the output characteristics of the selected PS signal.  
Using this step the user can define an operation mode, the output 
voltage, the maximum output current and change the power 
supply’s enabled state to ON or OFF. 

 

Gets the current status of a power supply, including Voltage, 
Current, and Enabled State. 
To obtain the values read from the power supply, go to the step’s 
Properties -> Expressions.  

 

Configures a DC Load. 
It is possible to define the load’s operation mode, voltage (in 
constant voltage mode), current (in constant current mode), 
resistance (in constant resistance mode) and power (in constant 
power mode). 

 

Gets the current status of the selected DC Load. 
To obtain the values read from the DC Load, go to the step’s 
Properties -> Expressions. 
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5.7.1 HAF DC Power Supply Output 

 

Signal Type String: “PS” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName  
  Container Step.Configuration.PS_Output_Settings 
   Boolean Set_PS_Mode 
   Num  PS_Mode (CV, CC) 
   Boolean Set_Voltage 
   Num  Voltage 
   Boolean Set_Current 
   Num  Current 
   Boolean Set_Enabled_State 
   Boolean Enabled_State 
 
  Numeric Step.Configuration.ConnScheme 
     (No Switch, Switch First, Switch Last) 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.ConnState 
 
Return Values:  None 
    
Driver Functions Called:  DCPS Output 
     
The DC Power Supply Output step configures the Mode, Voltage, Current, and Enabled State of a power 
supply.  Power supplies configured by this step must have an entry in the Signals section of the 
configuration file, with a signal type of “PS”.  Most power supplies do not require any InstConfig data in 
the configuration file, as all basic parameters are set in TestStand.  The dialog allows the developer to 
select which parameters to update by checking the checkbox next to each.  If programmatically 
accessing the step, the Boolean associated with each parameter dictates whether to set that particular 
parameter. 
 
Connections for DC Power supplies work differently than other signals.  The developer may select 
whether to not make any associated switch connections (“No Switch”) or set the connection state either 
before or after the power supply is set.  If no connections are associated with this supply, leave the 
connection scheme to “No Switch” 
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5.7.2 HAF DC Power Supply Readback 

 

Signal Type String: “PS” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName  
   
 
Return Values:  Numeric Step.Result.Voltage 
  Numeric Step.Result.Current 
  Boolean Step.Result.EnabledState 
  Boolean Step.Result.AlarmState 
    
Driver Functions Called:  DCPS Readback 
 
The DCPS readback step type queries the Voltage, Current, Enabled State, and 

Alarm State from a power supply signal.  The results can be obtained from the 

post expression of the step and copied to a local or file global variable. 
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5.7.3 HAF DC Load Configuration 

 

Signal Type String: “DC Load” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName  
  Container Step.Configuration.DCLOAD_Settings 
   Boolean Set_Load_Mode 
   Num  Load_Mode (Off, CC, CP, CR, CV) 
   Boolean Set_Voltage 
   Num  Voltage 
   Boolean Set_Current 
   Num  Current 
   Boolean Set_Resistance 
   Num  Resistance 
   Boolean Set_Power 
   Num  Power 
 
  Numeric Step.Configuration.ConnScheme 
     (No Switch, Switch First, Switch Last) 
  Boolean Step.Configuration.ConnState 
 
Return Values:  None 
    
Driver Functions Called:  DCLoad Config 
 
The HAF DC Load Configuration step type allows the developer to set common parameters of a DC 

Electronic Load.  Similar to the DC Power supply step, this step allows the developer to selectively set 

the various parameters, including voltage, current, resistance, and power. 

Connections for DC Loads supplies work like the DC Power Supply Output. The developer may select 
whether to not make any associated switch connections (“No Switch”) or set the connection state either 
before or after the power supply is set.  If no connections are associated with this supply, leave the 
connection scheme to “No Switch” 
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5.7.4 HAF DC Load Readback 

 

Signal Type String: “DC Load” 

Config Values:  String   Step.Configuration.SignalName  
   
 
Return Values:  Numeric Step.Result.Load_Mode (Off, CC, CP, CR, CV) 
  Numeric Step.Result.Current 
  Boolean Step.Result.Voltage 
 
    
Driver Functions Called:  DCLoad Readback 
 

The DC Load readback step type queries the Voltage, Current, and Mode from 

a DC Load signal.  The results can be obtained from the post expression of the 

step and copied to a local or file global variable. 
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6 HAF Instrument Drivers 

All Instruments that are used with the Hardware Access Framework must utilize a specific driver 

methodology.  This section describes the driver locations and requirements, and provides information 

for creating new drivers using the Plugin Driver Template.  New drivers are frequently being created.  

For a list of current drivers, see the Hardware Access Framework Driver Descriptions document. 

The purpose of the HAF drivers is to translate the generic I/O of the HAF step types to the specific 

commands of a particular instrument. 

6.1 Driver Naming and Location 

All HAF drivers are stored as LabVIEW Packed Project Libraries (PPL; *.lvlibp).  These PPLs contain all of 

the VIs necessary to interface to the HAF and to the particular instrument.   

Plugin drivers are installed to C:\Users\Public\Documents\National Instruments\TestStand 2014 (32-

bit)\Components\StepTypes\Plugin Drivers\ and must be located there in order to be used by the HAF. 

Each driver has its own folder within the Plugin Drivers folder.  Inside the specific driver folder is the PPL 

for that driver.  Both the PPL and the folder must have the same name (the name of the driver as used 

by the HAF), as shown in the image below.  Any additional libraries (.dlls, etc) required by the driver, 

must also be located inside of the driver folder. 

 

Figure 15:  Example HAF Driver folder hierarchy 
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6.2 Driver Contents 

Each HAF driver contains three sections:  

Driver Base: Contains the code to interface/communicate with the specific instrument.  This is 

typically an action engine or similar code module that can control the instrument separately 

from the HAF (eg, a simple instrument driver wrapper). 

HAF Functions:  The individual code modules that interact with the HAF.  These functions 

correspond to the step types in the HAF.  They take in the generic step type parameters, 

then call the Driver Base functions to perform an action.  Because the HAF programmatically 

calls these functions, they must follow strict rules for naming and input/output parameters 

based on the step type they represent.  Not all functions need to be implemented, but 

Initialize and Close are required.  

Configuration:  There are 3 configuration VIs that each driver may implement.  These are the 

plugin GUI screens that are shown in the HAF configurator application for the instrument-

specific configuration of Instruments, Connections, and Signals. These VIs are not required, 

but are recommended to allow simpler configuration using the configurator application. 

The screenshot below shows each of these sections for the DAQmx driver.   

 

Figure 16:  DAQmx Driver PPL Example 
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6.3 Creating new drivers with the Plugin Template 

The Plugin Template is a LabVIEW project that provides all of the type definitions and functions required 

of the HAF.   

To create a new driver with the plugin template: 

1. Create the new driver folder 

a. Navigate to the Plugin Drivers folder at: 

i. <TestStand Public>\Components\StepTypes\Plugin Drivers 

 
b. Copy and paste the Plugin Template folder into the same location 

 
c. Rename the new folder to match the new driver name (in this example: “SampleDriver”) 

 
 

2. Rename the LabVIEW project inside the new driver folder 

a. Match the project name to the folder name  

b. Delete the .aliases and .lvlps files 

 
 

 

Rename from “Plugin Template” 

Delete 

Delete 
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3. Rename the LabVIEW Library from within the project 

a. Open the new LabVIEW Project 

b. Right Click on the “Plugin Template.lvlib” 

i. Select Rename… 

 
 

c. Rename the lvlib to match the folder name and the project name (in this case 

“SampleDriver.lvlib” 
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d. When prompted to save files, choose “Save – All” 

 
 

4. Rename Core HAF Functions 

a. In the lvlib, expand the HAF Functions  Core Functions folder 

b. Rename the Close and Initialize functions to replace “Plugin Template” with the new 

driver name. 

i. Right-click each file, select rename 

          

5.  Update connection functions 

a. Navigate to the HAF Functions  Connection Functions folder 

b. If driver is NOT capable of making connection routes (switching): 

i. Delete the Connection Functions folder from the lvlib 

ii. Delete the Connection Functions folder from windows file hierarchy 

c. If driver IS capable of connections: 

i. Rename connection functions with new driver name: 

1. Make Connection 

2. Disconnect All 
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6. Update Signal Functions 

a. For each signal function in the HAF Functions  Signal Functions folder 

i. If the function is NOT required, delete the folder in the lvlib and on the windows 

file hierarchy 

ii. If the function IS required, rename with the driver name as performed for 

connection functions in Step 5. 
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7. Create the Driver Base 

a. In the Driver Base folder, create the instrument-specific driver (action engine, etc) that 

communicates with the particular device. 

b. The driver base must be: 

i. Maintain all of its own references to instrumentation 

ii. Capable of a minimum of Initializing and Closing 

iii. Be capable of initializing more than one instance of the device (multiple power 

supplies in the system) 

1. Devices must be referenced via the Instrument Name field from the HAF 

c. Refer to existing drivers for examples (NI_DMM, NI_SWITCH, Xantrex XG) 

 

8. Call the Driver Base from each of the HAF Functions 

a. Core 

b. Connection 

c. Signals 

i. Note: the Configure action of each signal type is performed before any 

switching, but is optional.   

 

9. Update the configuration GUI screens 

a. Expand the Configuration Folder 

 
b. Update each of the GUI screens to allow the syntax to be developed for each 

instrument, connection, and signal type. 
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